
  



Preface 
 
General Choi produced a number of texts on taekwondo from the early 1960s to his last changes in 
1999. There have been significant updates to many areas including tenets, belt colours, patterns, 
equipment, sparring and stances in this time. This document aims to compare Choi’s earliest texts 
with the later books which are the primary resource for modern taekwondo. 
 
Taekwondo’s evolution has allowed it to gain identity and improve the effectiveness of moves. By 
the time Choi died, he appeared to have completed his work and minimal changes were made to the 
later editions. The larger shifts occurred between the mid 60’s and the early 80’s where we saw 
events like pattern changes (U-nam and Juche), the original 20 (not 24) patterns being practiced 
alongside Karate patterns and fundamental techniques being developed.  
 
Note that there are still some things in the TAGB that are different to Choi’s text and I have tried to 
highlight these too. Did you learn 4 directional thrust as a 2nd kup for instance? Do you perform the 
palm pressing block/angle punch in joong gun in slow motion? Does yoo sin have an elaborate 
release after the x knifehand block? You should have answered yes, no, no! 
 
  



Sine Wave Vs Hip Twist 
 
A mention to sine wave vs hip twist is in order as this is often contentious.  
 
Hip twist was referenced from the first publications: 
 

 
 
And all the way through his later books: 
 

 
 
Sine wave is often associated with ‘ITF’ taekwondo as they tend to emphasise this along with 
backward motion and knee spring. Forgetting any politics around this, whether it adds value is really 
the only consideration. Does dropping the weight into a technique make it more powerful? Yes, of 
course. Do I have time to make a backward motion, make a large bodyweight lift and then deliver a 
technique? Probably not.  
 
If you watch any basic moves such as a walking stance front punch, you will see a natural rise and 
fall, this is a sine wave. Hip twist and sine wave are not mutually exclusive and both are useful. The 
exaggeration of the sine wave may be argued to be of less benefit. 
 
  



1959 “Taekwondo” 
 
Available as a PDF from https://historyoftaekwondo.org  

I reference this book as it was one of Choi’s earliest works on compiling a comprehensive document; 
the book was published in Korean HanGul with use of Chinese Hanja but with photos similar to those 
seen in later books. This makes reference to body parts, training aids techniques and patterns which 
form the basis of what we know as Taekwondo today. There are influences from Karate (and indeed 
students were said to be practicing Karate katas at the time before the patterns as we know it were 
formalised) and also some stylistic differences which bear resemblance to kung fu, see pictures 
below. 

 

The “Secret Pattern” U-Nam 
 
Although a detailed analysis of the text is not possible due to the language barrier, one point of note 
is pattern U-Nam (42 moves) which was subsequently dropped by Choi. U-Nam was similar to 
Choong Jang and was a reference to the pen name of Syngman Rhee (South Korea’s first president) 
who, following a demo in 1952, encouraged the unification of various schools which led to the 
unification of taekwondo. 

The “Missing Pattern”, Juche 
 
Originally Ko Dang was one of Choi’s patterns, this was later replaced by Juche and there is now 
disparity between organisations on which pattern to practice.  Various pioneers lay claim to 
developing/supporting the development of the patterns with Choi during the early years. 

There is some other interesting information on the historyoftaekwondo.org website including the 7 
month course to introduce taekwondo into North Korea which saw nineteen 4th degree and thirty 
five 3rd degree black belts promoted, a nice 12 year short cut versus today’s training requirements! 

 
  

https://historyoftaekwondo.org/


1965 Taekwondo (reprint in 2007) 
 
This is considered to be one of the first and most comprehensive early summaries of taekwondo and 
is a great reference to show how much the art developed over the years under Choi’s leadership. 
The roots in karate are very obvious at this stage and nothing to be embarrassed about. One of the 
reasons Taekwondo has become successful is that it evolved and was refined until a well-structured 
syllabus formed. The biomechanics, physics of force delivery and scientific principles that are used 
(whether retrospective or foresight) are a great appeal in taekwondo.  
 

Tenets 
 

Starting with the basics, the fundamental guiding principles or how to live your life are described in 
the tenets of taekwondo. These 5 tenets (courtesy, integrity, perseverance, self-control and 
indomitable spirit) were slightly different in 1965. Courtesy and Integrity were omitted but 
conversely modesty was included. This appears to be a purely semantic change rather than a 
fundamental shift in core principles of the art. 

 

Theory of Power 
 

The theory of power was still in its infancy and was missing two very key parts: mass and speed. 
Perhaps Choi believed these to be so basic they didn’t need to be explicitly stated at this stage. 

 

Ranks 
 
Belts and grades were very different to today’s ranks: 

 

 White belt was used for two grades 
 

 Then blue belt for 2 grades 
 

 Then brown belt for four grades 
 

 Then black belt for the 9 dans 
 
Note black belt ranks have remained as: 1st-3rd National Instructor, 4th-6th International Instructor, 
7th-8th Master (by discretion), 9th Grand Master. No ‘World Master’ or other titles. 
 
Grades could be achieved every 3 months meaning you could be a black belt in 2 years. Every 2 years 
you could take a grading for your next black belt (Choi was a 9th Dan at 45 years old). 
 
3 step sparring started from the first white belt grading and there was emphasis on self-defence 
from an early stage. 

 

  



Equipment 
 

The Doboks (or ’Tobok’) finished half way down the shin and forearm rather than today’s fully 
covered approach. Sparring gear not only didn’t exist, it was explicitly denounced. 

 

Stances 
 
Today we measure stances based on our body size i.e. using shoulder width measurements. In this 
original text, the measurements were in feet and inches, shortcomings of this method are obvious so 
the later change makes sense. 

 

Name changes 
 

Walking stance was called forward stance 
L stance was called back stance 
Sitting stance was called riding stance 

 

Missing stances 
 

Attention, bending and vertical stances did not exist at this time.  
 

‘New’ stances 
 

Inner/outer open stance and crouched stance are described but were later removed 
 

Alterations 
 

Low stances was described for forward (walking) and back (L) stance 
 

Sections 
 

We use eyes, shoulders and belt for our sections, Choi described the following: 
 

 The target for high section techniques is described to normally be the philtrum (behind the 
top lip). Due to the use of a stance you tend to be lower so the attacker’s eyes are a good 
guide 

 The middle section target is normally the solar plexus and because the stance lowers you, 
the attacker should use the shoulder as a guide 

 Target is normally genitals for low and due to the stance you are lower so you use abdomen 
as a guide 
 

  



Techniques 
 

The method of performing techniques was slightly different including: 
 

1. We tend to lock out a technique on impact to ensure all force is delivered to the target. Choi 
initially advocated retracting the arm just after impact so you couldn’t be grabbed in these early 
texts. Anyone who has broken boards will recognise that this will greatly reduce power in the 
technique.  
 

2. An instruction to drop the blocking shoulder lower than the other shoulder was in this early 
book. This conflicts with the balance achieved by using a reaction hand and locking out the chest 
and back muscles so was ultimately removed. 

 
There were a number of techniques that changed, these include: 

 

 Single fist vertical punch is performed low down like an upset punch but with the fist rotated 

 U shaped punch is chiefly used against someone pulling your hair in this book! 

 Double side elbow is an attack not a ‘posture move’ as it is described now 

 Back fist was described as Flat fist when being performed as a side strike (rather than 
front/back strike) 

 Twisting block and pulling/pushing block is described to pull an opponent off balance after a 
hooking/grasping block 

 Sweeping block is also described, we only retain sweeping kick 

 U shape block was mongdungi makgi (not digutja) and U shaped grasp was mongdungi japgi 

 Turning kick showed and described the static leg pointing at the target not away 

 Side thrusting kick is performed with the footsword (not ball of the foot) and used against 
attackers to the side of you (never diagonal) 

 Back thrusting kick is  a reverse side kick and back snap kick is what we call a back kick 

 Reverse turning kick is described as straight or arced which may be a reverse hooking kick 

 Tackling kick (Koro Chagi) is described for a takedown 

 Spot turning was called Stationary turning 

 Body dropping (ducking) is described to avoid high section kicks 

 Destroying kick (including front kick) are described as well as thrusting kicks (including side 
kick) 
 

  



Patterns 
 

Things get quite interesting here, the origins are described in 3 groups - “The Sorim School, Soryong 
School and Ch'ang-Hon School.”. The Sho Rin and Sho Rei patterns that were presented in this text 
are pure Karate patterns 

 

Chang Hon 
 

The Ch’ang-Hon (‘Blue Cottage’ which was Choi’s pen name) style of patterns are what we now 
know as the 24 patterns of taekwondo. In this early text, only 20 of the patterns were present: 

 
Colour Belt Black Belt 

Chon Ji Choong Moo 
Dan Gun Kwang Gae 
Do San Po Eun 

Won Hyo Gae Baek 
Yul Gok Yoo Sin instead of Eui Am 

Joong Gun Choong Jang 
Toi Gye Ul Ji instead of Ko Dang 

Hwa Rang Sam Il 
 Ko Dang instead of Yoo Sin 
 Choi Yong 
 Se Jong 
 Tong Il 
  

There was no Eui Am, Yon Gae, Moon Moo or So San. You will notice that Saju Jirugi wasn’t used as a 
grade pattern and Choong Moo was a black belt pattern. Black belt patterns developed as follows: 
 

 
Choi’s final order 

 
Choong Moo 
Kwang Gae 

Po Eun 
Gae Baek 

Eui Am 
Choong Jang 

Juche 
Sam Il 

Yoo Sin 
Choi Yong 
Yon Gae 

Ul Ji 
Moon Moo 

So San 
Se Jong 
Tong Il 

 

TAGB order 
 

Choong Moo 
Kwang Gae 

Po Eun 
Gae Baek 

Eui Am 
Choong Jang 

Ko Dang 
Sam Il 

Yoo Sin 
Choi Yong 

Tong Il 
Ul Ji 

Se Jong 
Yon Gae 

Moon Moo 
So San 

 
 
 
 



Pattern Meanings 
 

Pattern meanings were generally consistent from the early days. The changes below show the 1965 
text is first and Choi’s later definitions second. 
 
 
Dan Gun apparently founded Korea in 2334 BC which was later changed to 2333 BC 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Hwa Rang, the date was referenced to be “around 1350 years ago” rather than around 600 AD. The 
29 movements and infantry weren’t mentioned 
 

 

 
 
Kwang Gae is ‘picked’ after rather than ‘named’ after and 39 moves refer to his reign for 39 years 
 

 
 

 
 

  



Ch’ung-Jang – ‘about 400 years ago’ was later changed to 14th century 
 

 

 
 
Ko Dang was slightly reworded (it made more sense originally!) but the content was the same 
 

 
 
Later books reference Juche 
 

 
Sam Il was slightly reworded but generally the same content 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  



Yoo Sin was reworded slightly and the comments about drawing a sword were missing originally 
 

 
 

 
 
Choi Yong’s definition1 originally stated that he was executed on a false charge and also had 
statements about his popularity which were removed 
 

 
 

 
  



Se Jong was slightly reworded but the content was the same 
 

 
 

 
 
Tong Il was slightly reworded and also had no reference to 1945 originally  
 

 
 

 
 
  



Moves in Patterns 
 

The patterns have seen a number of changes of varying significance ranging from descriptive 
changes to fundamentally different moves. The pattern diagrams were also changed between books 
in terms of their keys. Below is a (hopefully) comprehensive list of the changes: 
 

 Chon Ji 
 

No changes 
 

 Dan Gun 
 

Moves 13/14 (low block/rising block) were in fast motion not continuous motion 
 

 Do San 
 

There was no release from a grab after the straight fingertip thrust. In later books 
Choi details the twisting of the knifehand before landing the first backfist (move 8). 

 

 Won Hyo 
 

Move 3,6,15 and 18 are listed as X stance but it appears there are parts of the book 
where X-Stance is referenced and the Korean is listed as ‘Kojong’ so there may have 
been some mistakes converting fixed/X stance translations. This continues in later 
patterns.  
 
For move 7 and 25, instead of a forearm guard in guboryo sogi, the book states 
"Bring R. foot to L. foot and then bring L fist on R fist while pulling L. foot to R. knee 
joint" 

 
The side kick is listed as a side thrusting kick but the translation is yop cha jirugi. This 
continues in later patterns. 

 

 Yul Gok 
 

Moves 16 and 17 (hooking block punch) were in fast motion not connecting motion 
 

 Choong Gun 
 

15 and 18 are ‘releasing motion’: 
 

 
 

Note that in both the original text and later books from Choi, the low stance palm 
pressing block and the closed stance angle punch are in normal motion not slow as 
we practice in the TAGB. 

 



“Front X stance” is described for the fixed stance U-shaped block (again, this is 
believed to be a translation error as mentioned previously)  

 
In Choi’s early text, the Backfist (move 14) and the release (move 15) were 
performed in fast motion. Later this changed so the release (move 15) and the high 
punch (move 16) were fast motion which is more logical. 
 

 Toi Gye 
 

Move 3 and 6 were originally  a high section block not a Backfist whilst performing 
the low block 

 
 

The X fist pressing block and twin vertical punch for moves 7 and 8 were in fast 
motion in the original book, these later became two separate moves in normal 
motion. 
 
Pivot turn is not explicitly mentioned in the dollimyo makgis at the end of the 

pattern 
 

 Hwa rang  
 

Note that later books included 4 directional thrust (like saju jirugi but just with a side 
elbow thrust) as an additional technique when learning pattern hwa rang. 

 
The double punch was in fast motion originally (moves 2 and 3), this was later 
changed to two single punches but not adopted by the TAGB who retain a double 
punch. 

 
Move 5 was not an upward punch but : "Execute M.S. block with L.O. forearm at the 
same time pull R. fist in front of L. shoulder." This is describing a left hand middle 
section block using the outer forearm with a reaction like in won hyo, assumed to be 
an inward block 

 
There was no mention of a slide on move 6 (fixed stand punch) originally 

 
Move 7 doesn’t mention vertical stance, it just says to move the right foot slightly 
towards the left foot, vertical stance developed later. 

  



 Choong Moo 
 

The u shaped block before the spin is marked as an X stance which is assumed to be 
fixed stance as per the other instances in the book. 
 
Move 27 (X knifehand block) after the 2 side kicks was originally described as: 

 

 
 
This was later clarified to mean you step into the X knifehand block as shown below 
(which we don’t do in the TAGB): 
 
Note the foot diagram showing the step for the right leg: 

 

 
 

 Kwang Gae 
 

Move 1 did not prescribe a straight line with the hands in the early text, it states  
“Bring L. foot to R. foot while bringing both bands in a circular motion to form C.R. 
stance 'B'.” (Slow motion) 
 
Move 12 (knifehand block) is the same but described differently and in slow motion: 
“Bring both back hands in front of abdomen in a circular motion keeping right hand 
on the other at the same time bring L, foot to R.foot forming C. stance toward 'C'.” 
 
13 and 14 (pressing kick, side kick) are described as a ‘double kick’ which is now 
consecutive kick (yonsok chagi) 



 Po Eun 
 

One leg stance is not mentioned, the leg is just pulled to the knee on move 2 
 

A turning punch was described not angle punch for move 5 (and 23), this was later 
changed. 

 

 Gae Baek 
 

The low block/rising block for moves 5/6 was described in fast motion not 
continuous motion 

 
Moves 9 and 10 (scoop/punch) were not in continuous motion originally  

 

 Eui Am 
 

Not present in the early text 
 

 Choong Jang 
 

Move 3 wasn’t defined as angle punch, it says to bring the fist in front of the chest 
 

Double spear finger was used to describe move 4/5 
 
The execution of move 24 was clarified, the right foot should be placed on the floor 
and then the left foot moved into a rear foot stance. Old definition: 
 

 
 
New definition for move 24: 

 

 
 



For move 27, the right hand was placed on the left wrist originally when doing the 
front kick but this later moved to the back forearm. 

 
Move 28, stepping into a walking stance whilst pulling the hands to the hip, was not 
in slow motion originally. 

 
50 and 52 were middle section palm pushing blocks in the early text and became 
high section open fist strikes later. 

 

 Ko Dang 
 

Move 9 (bending ready stance B) was described as a wedging block but shown as 
bending ready stance B. Also, the pictures for move 9 and 15 are transposed in the 
1965 book as shown below: 

 

 
 

24 and 25 were in fast motion (twin knifehand block / knifehand rising block) 
originally but are now normal motion  

  



 Sam Il 
 

Move 4 was a front snap kick not a twisting kick originally 
 

Moves 6 and 9’s wedging blocks were performed with the inner forearm, not the 
reverse knifehand in the early version 

 
Sweeping kick was called ‘tackling kick’ 

 
Move 24 landed the left foot into L stance when performing a knifehand block rather 
than a step into knifehand guard 

 

 
 
  This was later clarified to involve a step: 
 

 
 

Moves 30/31 (middle outer forearm block/high punch) were fast motion and later 
became continuous motion 

 
  



 Yoo Sin 
 

“Warrior Stance” was described as parallel ready stance with right palm on fist. This 
is the same in later books too, the origin of the name Warrior Stance is unclear. 
 
An early instruction to open the hands when performing the first move was later 
removed: 
 

 
 
For moves 2 and 3, the punch was accompanied by an explicit elbow thrust. Later 
books did not mention this but showed the ‘reaction’ hand elbowing the opponent 
as the fist hits them. 
 
4 and 5 (hooking block/punch) were in fast motion, later continuous  
 
10 and 11 (scooping block/punch) were also fast motion originally, then changed to 
continuous 
 
16 through 19 (hooking blocks and punches) changed from fast to continuous later 
 
20/21 and 25/26 (X fist pressing/X knifehand rising block) changed from fast to 
continuous later 
 
There is no release after the X knifehand, this has never been shown in any of Choi’s 
books despite its prolific use in the TAGB and other organisations  

 
 

Move 39 (reverse knifehand block after the punch) pivoted on the right foot initially 
rather than the later step and turn on the left. 
 
Move 45 and 48 (angle punch) originally brought the fist ‘in front of the chest’ like a 
turning punch. 
 
On the downward side fist strike for move 64, there was no vertical stance and the 
right foot was “pulled slightly” to the left foot. In newer books, the left foot is pulled 
into a vertical stance. 

  



 Choi Yong 
 

The turns between moves 2 & 3 and moves 4 & 5 were clarified later on as spot 
turns, the original text just said to execute a technique towards ‘C’ 
 
Move 11 was an L stance low knifehand block originally, later changed to L stance 
knifehand guarding block 
 
13 (and 18) was a reverse turning kick, later changed to reverse hooking kick 
 
14 (and 19) was a thrusting kick, became side piercing kick and pulling the hands 
 
Move 32 (palm high hooking block in closed stance) described moving the left foot 
to right foot which later changed to moving the right foot to the left 
 
Moves 34 and 41 didn’t mention a bending ready stance but stated to put the 
opposite foot on the knee joint and put one fist on the other 
 
35 and 42 were thrusting not piercing side kicks as they are now 
 
37 and 44 were reverse turning kicks, later reverse hooking kick 
 
Move 46 is missing! There is no slide into the fixed stance punch originally 

 

 Yon Gae  
 

Not present in the early text 
 

 Ul Ji 
 

Move 1 tool was changed from hammer fist to side fist 
 
Moves 2 and 3 were changed from fast motion to continuous motion (X fist pressing 
block/X fist rising block) 
 
In move 8, the original text instructed to simply “pull both fists to the left hip”, later 
texts went on to describe that a thrust with a back elbow was the technique being 
performed when pulling the hands 
 
The description of the move changed from a “high section side strike” to a “side 
back strike” for the Backfist on move 9. The move appears the same, he also 
changed the explicit low section block to ‘extending the left arm to the side-
downward’ 

 
Move 10 was in slow motion originally and was described as “bringing both fists to 
the hips” but was developed into a twin side elbow thrust 
 
Move 11 was originally in normal motion but later books state fast motion. The 
problem is, fast motion applies to multiple moves and Choi normally states which 
moves are in fast motion. In this instance he only references move 11 so we could 
assume he meant moves 10 and 11 



 
Move 13 was described as a right X stance but stated to be a left X stance. Later this 
was corrected to be a right stance.  
 
Move 26 originally said to extend both forearms to the sides, this was later clarified 
as walking ready stance. 
 
Move 28’s X knifehand block was high section originally then changed to middle. 
 
Move 33’s middle punch was originally in a ‘low back stance’ which became just L 
stance 
 
Move 34 was originally just a slide, not a jumping slide into the forearm guarding 
block 

 

 Moon Moo 
 

Not present in the early text 
 

 So San 
 

Not present in the early text 
 

 Se Jong 
 

Move 14 didn’t explicitly state to jump originally, simply ‘lower the foot towards’ 
 
  



 Tong Il 
 

Pattern Tong Il has probably seen the most changes of any pattern in this comparison 
 

Original 1965 Description Later Description Used Today 

Moves 1-4 were originally all performed 
in slow motion 

Move 1 and 2 are performed in slow 
motion, 3-4 are now normal motion 
 

Move 2 simply stated: 

 

This became a movement of the left leg 
back into a right walking stance whilst 
executing the twin knifehand horizontal 
strike 

Move 3 originally moved the right leg 
forward into a left L stance executing an 
inner forearm middle block with the right 
hand. 

This changed to move the left leg forward 
into a right rear foot stance whilst 
executing a left hand outer forearm 
inward block 

Move 4 was a footshift with the right leg 
forward from a left L stance into a right 
walking stance while changing the 
positon of the hands (i.e. inner forearm 
middle block with the left hand) 

Footshift the right leg backwards from a 
right rear foot stance into a left walking 
stance while executing a low section 
inward block with the right palm with the 
reaction arm (left) on the right shoulder 

Move 5 footshifts the front (right) leg 
backwards out of the walking stance into 
a left L stance whilst performing a reverse 
punch with the right hand 

Move 5 now steps the right leg forward 
into a left L stance with a right hand 
reverse punch 

Move 6 is the same, obverse punch in 
fast motion with move 5 

 

Move 7 stepped the left leg forward to 
form a right L stance performing a high 
section outer forearm block with the 
right hand and a low section block with 
the left outer forearm 

Step the left leg forward to form a right L 
stance performing a high strike with the 
left backhand in a stamping motion 

Move 8 was a crescent kick to the left 
palm with the right leg 

This became an inward vertical kick with 
the right leg to the left palm 

Move 9 was landing in a left L stance 
executing a high section outer forearm 
block with the left hand and a low block 
with the right outer forearm 

As move 7, this became a high strike but 
with the right backhand this time in a left 
L stance 

Move 10 was a crescent kick to the right 
palm 

Per move 8, this became an inward 
vertical kick with the left leg to the right 
palm 

Move 11 lowered the left foot into a right 
L stance bringing both knifehands 
horizontal in front of the chest  
 
Moves 11-13 were slow motion 

This became a right L stance with a twin 
palm horizontal block in slow motion  

Moves 12 to 15 were unchanged  

  



Move 16 was a middle section front snap 
kick with the left leg 

This became a downward kick with the 
left leg 

Move 17 was a stamp into a right L stance 
whilst executing a downward strike with 
the left Backfist 

This changed to be a left L stance  

Move 18 was a middle front snap kick 
with the right leg 

Replaced with an outward vertical kick 
after a ¾ spin with the left leg 

Move 19 Stamp into a left L stance 
downward Backfist 

Lower the left leg with a stamp into a 
right L stance performing a downward 
Backfist strike 

Moves 20 to 23 were the same  

Moves 24 to 26 were the same but slow 
motion 

24 to 26 are now in normal motion 

Moves 27 to 29 were the same  

Move 30 was a step into a left walking 
stance with a right hand crescent punch 

This became an angle fingertip thrust 
with the right hand in a left walking 
stance 

Moves 31 to 33 were the same  

Move 34 was a step into a right walking 
stance with a right hand crescent punch 

This became an angle fingertip thrust 
with the left hand in a right walking 
stance 

Move 35 stated a reverse knifehand block This was later clarified as a reverse 
knifehand guarding block 

Move 36 stated a reverse knifehand block This was later clarified as a reverse 
knifehand guarding block 

Moves 37-39 were the same  

Move 40 reverse side kick Addition of “pulling both hands in the 
opposite direction” was included 

Moves 41-45 were the same  

Move 46 reverse side kick Addition of “pulling both hands in the 
opposite direction” was included 

Move 47 was the same  

Move 48 – 49 referenced a ‘flat fist’ This later became ‘under fist’ 

Move 51 (knifehand circular block) was in 
slow motion 

Normal motion 

Move 52 was the same  

Move 53 (knifehand circular block) was in 
slow motion 

Normal motion 

Move 54 Step the right leg into a right 
walking stance executing a rising block 
with the right arm 

Perform a side kick with the right leg then 
land in a close stance whilst executing a 
twin side back elbow thrust 

Move 55 Move the right leg back to form 
a left L stance performing a rising block 
with the left arm 

Move the left leg into a sitting stance 
performing a side punch with the left 
hand  

Move 56 Perform a reverse punch Step out into a left leg walking stance 
whilst performing a reverse punch 

 
  



Karate Patterns 
 

Yes, there’s no denying it, there were Karate patterns in Choi’s original book. Choi was a 2nd degree 
black belt in Karate and it obviously had a heavy influence on his development of taekwondo. He 
states this (alongside Taek Kyon which he studied under Han Il Dong from an early age) as one of the 
influences to form taekwondo. Sadly in his later texts he appeared to trivialise or denounce those 
roots as shown below form his later encyclopaedia : 
 

 
 
The Sho-Rin (or ‘Shorin’ or ‘Shorin ryu’) is Japanese for Shaolin which was said to be the birthplace 
for Okinawan Karate. As we drop into the more distant past we lack clarity on origins, some say 
Bodhidharma combined Chinese Shaolin learnings with Okinawan ‘Te’ (Hand) to form karate, others 
refer to ‘Kushanku’ or ‘Kusanku’ as the originaotr. This style of karate was associated with fast, 
nimble movements. 

 
Sho-rei was a style developed in Naha and is more focussed on slower forceful movements well 
suited to those with a heavier frame. Kung fu have a similar segregation into fast/light and 
heavy/strong styles. You can see why kung fu, karate and taekwondo (amongst others) have a blurry 
history. Choi endeavoured to offer a cleaner history to taekwondo in his later books than perhaps 
was the case (less reference to karate influence and more focus on Korean roots). 

 
The 9 patterns of Japanese/Karate origin were: Hei-An (Shorin), Bat-Sai (Shorin), En-Bi (Shorin), Ro-
Hai (Shorin), Kouh-shang-Jouh (Shorin), Tet-Ki (Shorei), Jit-Te (Shorei), Han-Getsu (Shorei), Ji-On 
(Shorei). 

 
 

  



Sparring 
 
Taeryon was used as a term for sparring rather than Matsoki 
 
3 Step had a completely different set of moves for both attack and defence 
 
2 Step was also dramatically different to the moves for both attack and defence we do today 
 
1 Step was a mapped out set of moves (24 of them) 
 
1 Step free sparring was described with freedom to attack with anything (now limited to a walking 
stance front punch) 
 
Choi explicitly stated that free sparring should not use protective gear for a number of reasons 
(restricted tools, false sense of pain, improper movement) 
 
Foot Technique sparring was described with explicit reference to t’ae kyon with a series of dodges 
and counter kicks such as waving kicks and pressing kicks 
 
Free sparring scoring techniques are described: 

 

 
 

  



Self Defence 
 
A range of scenarios are described in this early text and a lot of Choi’s descriptions start to read from 
right to left rather than left to right with the imagery.  
 
Attacks when seated, kneeling, cross-legged etc. are described with an example of defences/counter 
attacks that could be used 
 
Defence against poles, bayonets and bats are described using taekwondo techniques but defence 
against a pistol explicitly isn’t 

 
Tools 
 
Various tools were missing in the 1965 book including: 
 

- Under forearm 
- Thumb knuckle fist 
- Long fist 
- Open Fist 
- Back Hand 
- Press Finger 
- Finger Belly 
- Side sole 
- Inner and outer ankle joint 
- Tibia, inner tibia, outer tibia and back tibia 
- Shin 
- Toe Edge 
- Side instep 
- Reverse footsword 
 
The Ball of the Foot was called Front Sole and the Back Heel was simply “Heel” previously. 
Arguably both of those original names are more sensible! 
 

Other 
 
Choi was born on the 9th November 1918 but the book states otherwise: 

 

 
 
  



 
 
Single volume encyclopaedia: 
 

 
  

Further Reading 

Year Description  Publisher Link 

1966 South Korean Army Manual Available as a PDF  
 

https://historyoftaekwondo.org/  
 

1967 International Taekwon-Do Federation (1967) ASIN: B0045KXB2U  https://www.amazon.com/ENCYCLOPEDIA-
TAEKWON-DO-CHOI-Hong-
Hi/dp/B0045KXB2U/ref=sr_1_81?ie=UTF8&qid=14
92875773&sr=8-81&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1968 Taekwondo ASIN: B000WFDYO2 https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Self-
Defence-Choi-Hong-
Hi/dp/B000WFDYO2/ref=sr_1_21?ie=UTF8&qid=1
492875183&sr=8-21&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1972 Tae Kwon-Do. (The Korean Art of Self-Defence) ASIN: B000LZH1OW  https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000LZH1
OW/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A1BXHHFZUXV6
8A&psc=1 

1978 Taekwon-Do - The Korean Art of Self-Defence International Taekwon-Do Federation; Third 
Edition edition (1978) 

https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-
Defence-Gen-Choi-
Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid
=1492875669&sr=8-
70&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1979 Taekwon-Do - The Korean Art of Self-Defence International Taekwon-Do Federation; 
Fourth Edition edition (1978) 

https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-
art-self-defence-
textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&
qid=1492875669&sr=8-
73&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1986 Taekwon-Do - The Korean Art of Self-Defence International Taekwon-Do Federation; Sixth 
Edition edition (1978) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004A2I7T
K/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A
14LE45YX23ZCI 

https://historyoftaekwondo.org/
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong-Hi/dp/B000WFDYO2/ref=sr_1_21?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-21&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong-Hi/dp/B000WFDYO2/ref=sr_1_21?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-21&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong-Hi/dp/B000WFDYO2/ref=sr_1_21?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-21&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong-Hi/dp/B000WFDYO2/ref=sr_1_21?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-21&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000LZH1OW/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A1BXHHFZUXV68A&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000LZH1OW/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A1BXHHFZUXV68A&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000LZH1OW/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A1BXHHFZUXV68A&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi-Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-70&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi-Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-70&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi-Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-70&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi-Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-70&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi-Hong/dp/B00RC1VZPO/ref=sr_1_70?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-70&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-art-self-defence-textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-73&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-art-self-defence-textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-73&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-art-self-defence-textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-73&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-art-self-defence-textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-73&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-do-Korean-art-self-defence-textbook/dp/B0007AT0TK/ref=sr_1_73?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875669&sr=8-73&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004A2I7TK/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004A2I7TK/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004A2I7TK/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI


Multi-volume encyclopaedia: 
 

 
  

Year Description  Publisher Link 

1983 14 volumes  Encyclopedia of Taekwon-do the 
Korean Art of Self Defence 

ASIN: B000WM0VTQ https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-
Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-
Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8
&qid=1492875544&sr=8-
61&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1987 15 volumes International Taekwon-Do 
Federation; 2nd edition 

ASIN:  B008UAO292  

2008 Encyclopedia of Taekwon-Do , Complete 15 
Volume Set Edition 

ASIN:  B008UAO292 https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-
Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-
Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encodin
g=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY
8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_w
g=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9
KM1 

2016 Volume 16 ISBN-10: 1535566469, ISBN-13: 978-
1535566469 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875544&sr=8-61&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875544&sr=8-61&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875544&sr=8-61&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875544&sr=8-61&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-do-Korean-Self-Defence/dp/B000WM0VTQ/ref=sr_1_61?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875544&sr=8-61&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Taekwon-Do-Complete-15-Set/dp/B008UAO292/ref=pd_sbs_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B008UAO292&pd_rd_r=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1&pd_rd_w=q3bGL&pd_rd_wg=aMuiV&psc=1&refRID=RWVTY8KM143GC7VG9KM1


The ‘Bible’: 
 

 
 
 

Year Description  Publisher Link 

1988 'The Bible' International Taekwon-Do 
Foundation; First Edition edition 

ASIN: B005NJX47O  https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005NJX4
7O/ref=ox_sc_act_title_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=
A14LE45YX23ZCI  

1991 International Taekwon-Do Federation; Second 
Edition edition 

ASIN: B0012KO20Q https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-
Self-Defence-Choi-
Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid
=1492875183&sr=8-
31&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1992 International Taekwon-Do Federation; Third 
edition 

ASIN: B002Z03XBG https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-
Self-Defence-Gen-
Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=
1492875639&sr=8-
68&keywords=choi+taekwondo 

1995 The bible International Taekwon-Do Federation; 
Fourth Edition 

ASIN: B000JMFC0W  

1999 The bible International Taekwon-Do Federation; 
Fifth Edition 

ASIN: B00B3S21SM https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-
Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-
5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1
541432653&sr=8-
2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005NJX47O/ref=ox_sc_act_title_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005NJX47O/ref=ox_sc_act_title_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005NJX47O/ref=ox_sc_act_title_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A14LE45YX23ZCI
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-31&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-31&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-31&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-31&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/TAEKWON-DO-Korean-Self-Defence-Choi-Hong/dp/B0012KO20Q/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875183&sr=8-31&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875639&sr=8-68&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875639&sr=8-68&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875639&sr=8-68&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875639&sr=8-68&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Korean-Self-Defence-Gen-Choi/dp/B002Z03XBG/ref=sr_1_68?ie=UTF8&qid=1492875639&sr=8-68&keywords=choi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541432653&sr=8-2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541432653&sr=8-2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541432653&sr=8-2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541432653&sr=8-2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo
https://www.amazon.com/Taekwon-Do-Condensed-Encyclopedia-1999-5th/dp/B00B3S21SM/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541432653&sr=8-2&keywords=choi+hong+hi+taekwondo

